INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to study periodic solutions of asymmetric systems under an external force consisting of a large constant component plus a small oscillatory component. The type of system satisfies the equation where in general F is a 2 ~-periodic function and g is asymptotically asymmetric, that is, satisfies g' ( -oo) ~g' ( + oo).
The simplest of these equations is the piecewise linear homogeneous problem.
A physical realization of this system is given by a particle of mass one sandwiched between two springs, but attached to neither, and allowed to move only along a straight line. If the spring constant of the first spring is a and the second is b, then the restoring force due to the two spring would be -bu + + au -. (Unilateral springs of this type are called "rest stops" in the engineering literature.) This paper is concerned with the two cases, a > o, b > 0 and a o, b > o. The second situation is more difficult to envisage, but can be pictured as follows. A particle of mass one is allowed to move on a curve given by y=O for x>0 and the curve x2 + (y + a)2 = a2 for x 0. Gravity acts in the negative y direction. A rest stop acts to the right of the origin pushing the particle to the left with force bx if x > 0 and not affecting the particle if x is negative. The force due to gravity will be in the negative direction, proportional to Sin O, where 8 is the angle subtended by the particle and the origin at (0, -a). For small 8, this is approximately the distance s along the curve from the origin. Thus, we expect the particle to satisfy, for small s, the equation where F is the forcing term and b > o, a o.
Thus equation ( 1. 2) has simple physical realizations in either of the two situation (a > o, and (a 0, b>O). We shall be considering the equations ( 1. 1) and ( 1. 2) under the influence of a forcing term of the form namely a large constant term plus a small oscillatory term h (t) of period 2 x. We consider 245 LARGE SCALE OSCILLATORY BEHAVIOUR the existence of 2 x-periodic solutions and we give substance to the following slightly vague principle: "the greater the asymmetry of the system, the greater the number of large-amplitude oscillatory 2 x-periodic solutions".
As a measure of the asymmetry of the system, we use the interval (a, b) for ( 1, 2) [or for (1, 1) the interval (g' ( -oo ), g' ( + oo ))]. We show that the number of periodic solutions is 2 n where n is the number of eigenvalues j2, j > 1 in the interval (a, b). In the case (a 0, all solutions are for s positive, although for (a > 0, b>O) some are for s positive and some for s negative. This is made precise in the main theorem of section 3.
In section 4, we show that at least in one simple case, our theorem is sharp.
We believe these results provide a new insight into "resonance". We have three essential ingredients, (a) a sufficiently large asymmetry in the system, (b) a large loading term and (c) a small oscillatory term. We show that in the absence of damping these three ingredients give rise to large oscillations which could not be predicted by the linear theory. Furthermore, the magnitude of the oscillation is that of the large load, not that of the small oscillatory term. One cannot help but be struck by the analogy to the problem of large oscillatory behaviour in suspension bridges, either under the influence of high winds (large constant terms plus small oscillatory periodic behaviour due to stall-flutter) or under the influence of soldiers marching (large constant force due to the weight of soldiers plus small periodic term due to their marching in step).
Indeed, consider the following idealization of. a suspension bridge. We consider a beam of length L and a restoring force of the type bu + . This latter force is to take account of the fact that a cable will tend to return to equilibrium if stretched, but will exert no restoring force if compressed. [3] , [5] , [7] ).
We wish to thank Ivar Ekeland for his helpful suggestions, which considerably shortened section 2.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section we make a geometric study of (2. 3) must be of the form cuo (t), a fact which will be used below.
It was shown in [6] that if g(03BE)03BE>0 for 03BE~0 and either g has hardening characteristic (g' (~) > g (~)/~ for ~ ~ 0) or softening characteristic (g' (~) g (~)/~ for ~ ~ 0), then any nonconstant periodic solution of (2 . 2) has property (ND). In the next section we shall show that a for a certain class of asymmetric restoring terms g, similar to those considered in the previous section, nonconstant periodic solutions of ( 2 . 2) have property (ND). In [5] We can now prove the first half of the main result of this section. Proof. -For s > 0 we have y" +,f (y) = s if and only if u = y/s is a solution of (3. 4). Thus, we may consider the autonomous system corresponding to (3 . 4) in the proof of the first part of the theorem. Let 6 > 0 be chosen so that if k is an integer which satisfies ( 3 . 10), then Assuming there is an integer k satisfying these inequalities, we fix it in the following paragraph.
Let S*(5) be as in Lemma 3 . 5 and let s >_ S * ( S) . Since (3.4) has the unique constant solution Cs, and all other solutions are periodic, each of the orbits of the corresponding first order system, aside from the equilibrium point (C,,0), must contain a point of the form where r>O.
That is, using the notation of Lemma 3. 5, each such orbit can be repreVol. 4 , n° 3-1987. sented by col (u (t, r), u' (t, r)) where r > 0 and 0 -t T (r). According to Lemma 3. 5, the equation T (r) = 2 x/k has exactly one solution for r > 0.
Thus we have shown that for s >-S * ( ~), there is exactly one orbit of the system ( 3 . 11 ) corresponding to a periodic solution with minimal period 2 x/k if the integer k satisfies (3 . 10). To complete the proof of the first part we need only show that there are no other orbits corresponding to a 2x-periodic solution for s > 0 sufficiently large. Because of assumptions (A 1) and (A 2), there exists a number oc > 0 such that if r > 0 is an interger which does not satisfy the inequalities (3.10), then either 2 ~c/r 2 ~/~ -a or 2 ~/r > T + a. To (3. 1) .
As in the fourth section, it can be shown that the above result is sharp if a o, Ob l, and h (t) = cos t.
